January is National Hobby Month – January 2020

Is there a favorite thing you enjoy doing...either by yourself or with your friends? January is a time to celebrate those hobbies of yours. Whether it is sports or crafting or music or magic, the library is the perfect place to learn more about it. Enjoy these picture books:

**SPORTS**

Dahl, Michael. *Goodnight Soccer*. (A young girl says goodnight to her favorite sport, soccer...from the kickoff to the final goal, as she gets ready for bed.)

McAnulty, Stacy. *Max Explains Everything: Soccer Expert*. (Max shares the rules of soccer with the reader as he forgets to follow them himself.)

Non-Fiction and Biography books about Soccer and other sports are found under J796.

**CRAFTS/DRAWING**

Richmond, Lori. *Bunny’s Staycation*. (When mama rabbit needs to go on a business trip, Daddy Rabbit helps Bunny create a tropical paradise with crafts.)

Kleber, Dori. *More-igami* (Joey loves to fold things, and when he learns origami, he can’t stop himself from folding everything in sight!)

Magoon, Scott. *Linus the Little Yellow Pencil*. (Linus learns the value of his work for the Family Art Show, even though Ernie the Eraser keeps erasing his drawings.)

Non-Fiction books about Drawing J743.6 and Crafting J745.5

**BUILDING BLOCKS/LEGOS**

Harris, Robie. *Now What?: a Math Tale* (A puppy tries to build a bed from building blocks, but he doesn’t have enough of one kind to make it work. What will he do?)
Kann, Victoria. *Peterrific.* (Peter wants to build a tower to the moon. Once he gets to space, he must find a way back home again. What will he do?)

Non-Fiction books about Legos and other building blocks are found under J 688.725

**OUTER SPACE**

Biggs, Brian. *The Space Walk* (There are so many rules that must be followed, but Astronaut Randolph Witherspoon will do anything to go on a space walk.)

Matheson, Christie. *Touch the Brightest Star.* (Kids can interact with the galaxy as they make things happen in this beautiful book.)

Non-Fiction books about Space and Stars can be found under J523 and J629.4.

**COOKING**

Hodge, Deborah. *Cooking with Bear: A Story and Recipes from the Forest.* (Bear wakes up from hibernation and prepares a forest feast for his friends, using real recipes that the reader can use.)

Wood, Susan. *Holy Squawkamole!* (Little Red Hen asks for help making her famous guacamole. No one will help. In the end, she shares her guac but teaches everyone a lesson.)

Non-Fiction books about Cooking can be found under J641.592

**LANGUAGES**

Isadora, Rachel. *Say Hello!* (A little girl greets her neighbors in their many languages as she takes a walk.)
Thong, Roseanne. *One is a Piñata*. (This is a colorful, bilingual counting book. The reader counts the many things for a fiesta in both English and Spanish.)

Non-Fiction books about Languages can be found under J468 and J863